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Health care and education in Nicaragua are today more accessible than during the Somoza regime,
but these services are often inadequate due to the diversion of scarce resources into the war
effort. In 1980, half the national budget was dedicated to the health and education ministries, and
military spending accounted for about 18% of the budget. Today, those percentages are reversed.
Adult education which barely existed before the Sandinista takeover, is now widely available.
The Education Ministry sponsors a network of night schools for adults. It has also trained 16,000
farm residents to teach basic literacy and arithmetic in remote areas. Almost 30,000 teachers are
now working in Nicaragua, compared to 12,500 in 1978. Nearly every village has a school and a
teacher. Nearly two-thirds of Nicaragua's teachers graduated since 1980. "Besides increasing the
number of people covered by the educational system, the revolution has stressed the extension
of literacy, bilingual education where it is needed, and the writing and publication of textbooks
that reflect Nicaraguan values," said Milena Nunez, head of the Nicaraguan Teachers Union.
According to Nunez, 45% of grade school teachers and 71% of high school teachers do not have
the necessary training. While the literacy rate literally shot up after the 1980 campaign, a second
literacy campaign is being planned. The incidence of preventable disease has been sharply reduced
and infant mortality has been cut in half. Special programs for mothers and small children have
been established all over the country. However, in 1987, there are acute shortages of everything
from bandages and scalpels to X-ray machines. Many schoolrooms are bare, and children often
lack their own textbooks. Even if funds were available nothing could be purchased from the US
because of the Reagan administration's economic embargo. In the first months after the revolution,
the Health Minister Dr. Cesar Amador Kuhl, ordered hospitals that had previously been reserved
for government employees and insured patients to be open to everyone. Amador also carried out
Nicaragua's first mass vaccination campaign. These campaigns now reach every child under the age
of five. Whooping cough has all but disappeared and not a single case of polio has been reported
in five years. Advanced health care is for all practical purposes unavailable. Many cannot be fully
cured because of the lack of medicine. "In preventive medicine, I think we have come a long way,"
said Amador, who has resigned as Health Minister. "The reductions in disease, especially among
children, are real. But curative medicine is a disaster. The hospitals are in terrible shape, and doctors
do not have the tools for even the most basic diagnosis or treatment." The demand for equipment
and facilities has not been met by friendly countries, although a field hospital built by the Soviet
Union in Chinandega is considered one of the best in the country. The government requires every
physician or nurse to spend two years in public service. However, there is no incentive to remain
in public service because the salaries are so low. Doctors typically earn 79,000 cordobas (about $55)
a month, which is not much more than is paid to unskilled workers. According to Vice President
Sergio Ramirez, deteriorating environmental conditions in many urban areas, including Managua,
pose a public health threat. Water is shut off in Managua two days a week, and in other cities more
frequently. People are forced to save water in large containers that can become breeding grounds
for disease-carrying insects. "The system for treating sewage is also very rudimentary, and we
can't pick up the garbage as often as we should because we don't have enough trucks," Ramirez
added. "Situations like these jeopardize all our progress in preventive medicine." The war has made
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access to health care difficult in outlying regions. Contras have attacked and burned health clinics.
More than 100 health workers have been killed since 1982. "We don't have access to some areas,"
Leonel Arguello, an epidemiologist, said. "We only go in after the army goes in. And in places where
people are too scared to travel to health centers and in refugee settlements, the health care is still
poor." (Basic data from NEW YORK TIMES, 03/23/87)
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